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tegos was founded in Dortmund in 1996 and has become an internationally leading developer of 
integrated business software for the recycling and waste management industry. The company’s 
industry specifi c solutions are based on Microsoft Dynamics NAV and are successfully used in all 
sectors of the waste industry worldwide. The international partner network of tegos currently ser-
ves about 400 companies in Europe, North America and Australia.

About tegos GmbH Dortmund

About enwis)
enwis) is the industry specifi c business software for the recycling and waste management industry 
developed by tegos and was the fi rst solution worldwide which gained the title “Certifi ed for
Microsoft Dynamics NAV”, confi rming its high quality and and customer satisfaction. enwis) is the 
only completely integrated solution on the market for the recycling and waste management indus-
try and covers all business processes within the standard application. Furthermore, the cooperation 
with Microsoft provides the best possible protection of the customer’s investments.

tegos GmbH Dortmund
Oslostraße 2
44269 Dortmund

Contact persons for enwis)recycle: 

Christian Fechter cfechter@tegos.eu  +49 231 31776-164
Pascal Wollnik  pwollnik@tegos.eu  +49 231 31776-214

www.enwis.eu
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enwis)recycle - Complete. Effi cient

The recycling industry today is marked by complex industry-specifi c processes, fast-changing 
markets and complex legislations. In order to sustain in the competitive environment, it is crucial 
for recycling companies to organize themselves effi  ciently and to be able to rely on their business 
solution. 

enwis)recycle is our complete solution for the recycling industry and is optimally adapted to its 
particular requirements. Besides its basic functionalities like fi nancial accounting, controlling and 
order management, the software also supports all industry-specifi c processes and thus serves 
producers of recyclable materials as well as brokers, traders and variors international and national 
legislations. Thereby, all functionalities are already part of the standard system and completely 
integrated, so that enwis)recycle runs without needing any interfaces.
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• Inventory valuation
• Weighbridge integration
• Contract management
• Management of commitments
• Flexible price management
• Treatment and production
• Analyses & samples
• Quantity planning
• Tracing materials
• Transport orders
• Credit- and debit-side processes in one order
• Paperless interface to Interseroh
• Commodity trading 
• Forex and LME integration
• Risk management / hedging 
• and many more

Highlights

All functionalities of enwis)recycle have performed excellently in practical work and have proven 
themselves  for our customers in many cases. Beside the variety of standard and optional functio-
nalities, additional software solutions are available as add-ons, like the telematics solution
enwis)tel, the management information system enwis)BI and the document management sys-
tem enwis)docma. Naturally, individual adjustments to specifi c customer requirements and special 
developments are also possible.

Customizable.
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Resourceful.
In enwis)recycle, you have the possibility to use two material catalogues simultaneously. In addi-
tion to the international material codes (European Waste Catalogue), you are able to use your own 
in-house descriptions and codes for the diff erent material types – just as the company needs them. 
The self-defi ned material types can then be linked logically with the offi  cial EWC: For example, the 
recyclable „Scrap Metal“ can be allocated to all appropriate EWC numbers. 

Connecting. 
Any number of weighbridges can be integrated with enwis)recycle. The data from every weighing 
process is automatically transferred to the orders in the system and can be used instantly for crea-
ting weihbridge tickets. 
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Productive.

Due to the connection of individual treatment methods with the diff erent material types, helpful 
experience-based information can be retrieved from the system when new materials are received 
or when a mixing order is registered. For example, the software indicates by means of material 
types and treatment methods which quantities of the diff erent materials are needed for a mixture 
or which quantities normally emerge when separating a particular waste type. Thereby, enwis)
recycle also verifi es if suffi  cient quantities of all necessary materials are still in stock, gives recom-
mendations for production and executes capacity plannings.

In enwis)recycle, all prevalent treatment and production methods for recyclable materials can be 
stored and displayed. For the diff erent treatment methods which are registered in the system all 
important information is stored, such as separations of wastes into single materials and the rele-
vant proportions for particular mixtures.  As a result, recipes for all materials are created which are 
stored in the system.

Figure: Treatment Methods
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Constructive.
In enwis)recycle, orders can be organized optionally within the framework of commitment or con-
cept agreements. For instance, a commitment is created in order to stipulate a certain quantity of 
a particular material that has to be collected over a specifi c period. Because of the summarization 
of single orders, agreements like this do not only simplify the invoicing but also make a long-term 
planning possible due to fi xed incoming and outgoing quantities.

The concepts in enwis)recycle are based on the fact that there can be more than one customer for 
one order and consequently the performed service has to be invoiced in parts. Therefore, a concept 
can be used to defi ne a percentag allocation of the invoiced amount to several customers. 
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The commodity market is marked by changing currency rates and commodity prices. In order to be 
able to trade profi tably with commodities, suffi  cient information as well as time-effi  cient proces-
ses are needed to ensure that you are able to make the right sale and purchase decisions rapidly. 
enwis)recycle can retrieve the latest Forex and LME data at any time and additionally possesses a 
standard integration of the news agency Thomson Reuters. As an optional extension of the system 
by the management information software enwis)BI allows an eff ective use of all information for 
comprehensive ground-breaking analysis. 

Active. 

The invoicing process in enwis)recycle is very fl exible since every order consists of single order 
rows  which can be invoiced separately, if desired. However, it is likewise possible to sum up all 
order positions for one invoice recipient and to create combined invoices. 

Dynamic.

Figure: Development of Scrap Metal Prices for Tin and Nickel in €/t
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Skillful.
With the quantity planning module in enwis)recycle, commodity traders and brokers have an ef-
fi cient solution for displaying and planning all quantity movements. By means of the module, sup-
ply and purchase contracts can be supplemented by specifi c information for planning. Moreover, 
incoming and outgoing quantities can be compared directly with each other. Finally, the system 
provides extensive functionalities for an optimized transport and export management.

The possibility to evaluate their material quantities in stock is crucial for recycling companies. In 
enwis)recycle, the inventory values of individual commodities are determined by means of the 
used outward stock movement method which identifi es the current stock value based on the cal-
culated cost price. Thereby, not only the plain material value is considered, but also the secondary 
costs which are connected to the specifi c material, such as inventory costs, transport and sorting 
costs. A subsequent entry is also possible if the secondary costs of a material can only be determi-
ned later on. 

Valuable.

Abb.: Planning Material Quantities with enwis)recycle
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Next to usual commercial risks, also the fast pace of the commodity market holds dangers for every 
trading company. In order to be able to control, foresee and limit these risks, enwis)recycle
contains functionalities for risk management and additionally supports hedging. enwis)recycle 
does not only create more effi  cient business processes and a better basis for decision-making in 
your company, but also leads to higher sustainability.

Foresight.

Figure: Inventory Valuation

Inventory Valuation 13. August 2009

Metal Trade Ltd. Page 1

TEGOS

Item: No.: 1002

Item No. Description
Bill
of M

Base
Unit o

As of 31.12.08 Increases (LCY) Decreases (LCY)

Quantity Value ValueQuantity ValueQuantity
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .

As of 13.08.09

Cost Posted to
G/LValue

 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
Quantity

Inventory Posting Group: LAGER
0,0025.839,5223,1269.693,2858,0495.532,8081,160,000TONoCopper Cable1002

Inventory Posting Group Total: LAGER 0,00 95.532,80 69.693,28 25.839,52 0,00

25.839,5269.693,2895.532,800,00Total 0,00
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tegos GmbH Dortmund
Oslostraße 2 - 44269 Dortmund
Tel.: +49 231 31776-0 - Fax: +49 231 31776-199
info@tegos.eu - www.tegos.eu

For more information, please visit our 
Homepage www.tegos.eu.

Your Contact Person:

USA

AUSAUSAUSAUSAUS

Our international Partner Network


